
 

 

Official website: http://www.edizionileima.it/index.html 

This publishing house finds its roots in L.E.I.M.A., a family-run bookbinder founded in 1990. Leima Editions, 
which was founded in 2013 and officially became a nationally-recognised publishing house in 2016, longs to 
become a new reference point in the literary scene. 

Its entire planning is based on its love for literature, which is the one responsible for the Editor's decision of 
starting this exciting, cultural adventure. A business was indeed started, with culture as its focal point. The 
old passion for the manufacture of books - seen as mere objects - was transferred to the entire process of 
creation: a procedure that involves the selection, editing, advertising and distribution of new titles. 
Particular care is given to the needs of those who are essential for the survival and promotion of the culture 
of reading: authors, booksellers and readers. 

Essays 

Love and the Loves. Many Types of Love: Let’s Try to Understand Them 

Author: Francesco Alberoni 

Original Title: L’amore e gli amori. Tanti tipi di amore, proviamo a 
conoscerli 

Pages: 208 

Published: February 2017 

In this book, the author describes (with the help of examples and in a clear, 
simple way) the main forms of erotic love, so that everyone can understand 
the kind of experience they are having and the possible outcomes they may 
have to face. Alberoni starts with those loves typical of childhood, 

adolescence and youth and proceeds right after with amorous fantasies, purely sexual relationships, loves 
with no lust or jealousy and, on the contrary, love stories ruined by doubt. The author examines the various 
kinds of erotic friendship, the infatuations: those characterised by loss, the competitive ones, those felt for 
celebrities and those ruled by control. Last, true love is analysed and divided into two categories: the flash 
in the pan and the one that survives thanks to a cyclical process of rebirth. 

Francesco Alberoni is the most famous Italian sociologist. He taught at the Universities of Milan, Trento and 
Lausanne. He was the dean of the University of Trento and the IULM University of Milan (the one where 
languages and communication are taught). He studied and wrote about collective movements (Movimento 
e istituzione, published by Sonzogno, 2012) and love processes (Innamoramento e amore, published by 
Rizzoli, 1979; L’arte di amare, published by Sonzogno, 2012). In 2015, he published with Edizioni Leima 
Tradimento. Come l’America ha tradito l’Europa e altri saggi 2012-2015. 

http://www.edizionileima.it/index.html


W Like Woody 

Author: Olga Lumia 

Original Title: W come Woody 

Pages: 600 

Published: 2017 

Since 1966 Woody Allen has directed almost a film a year. The 
appreciation for his work and the awards he received (since the first 
Oscar in 1977 for Annie Hall), place him in the Olympus of the big 
names who wrote the history of the Seventh Art. Who knows Woody 
Allen and his films knows how much complexity hides in his works. 
Irony is combined with cynicism, the analysis of personal neurosis with the critique of society; all seasoned 
by the pungent dialogues and the acute observations of the American director and screenwriter. 
Olga Lumia, expert and passionate about the work of Woody Allen, structured an agile dictionary that 
analyzes, film by film, the main recurring themes in films, moving between philosophy, psychoanalysis and 
literature. Thus, starting from A of Accident, passing from the M of Marriage and from the P of Politics, we 
reach - letter by letter and theme after theme – the W of Woody, where the path is completed and 
enriched with an analysis of Allen as a character. 
 
Olga Lumia was born in Agrigento. She graduated in Philosophy and qualified for teaching in high schools. 
Since 1994 she has written for Il Giornale di Sicilia and has conceived and conducted cultural broadcasts for 
private broadcasters. After her move to Rome in 2004, she collaborated on the realization of several 
television programs by Mediaset, Sky and RAI. 
She writes novels, poems, novels for children, film subjects. In 2015 she published the Favolare storybook 
with Prospettiva Editrice, which she wrote and illustrated with Victor Shlyakhin. In 2016 she released his 
first novel, “Nessuno sa da dove arrivi l’amore, published by Armando Curcio Editore. Passionate about 
Woody Allen for thirty years, she decided to write this book after a brief meeting in New York with the 
director. 

The Gentleman without a Hat. A Lawless Perspective about Male’s 
Elegance 

Author: Mario Dell’Oglio 

Original Title: Il gentiluomo senza cappello. Una prospettiva anarchica 
sull’eleganza maschile 

Pages: 128 

Published: January 2016 

Mario Dell’Oglio, thanks to a four-generation tradition in the industry of 
fashion, presents to his readers a genuine handbook about male 
elegance. This book collects complex questions about personality and 

the way in which clothes are a means to express one’s personality to others but also, and more 
importantly, to oneself. Dell’Oglio’s book isn’t just about what style, colours, fabrics are more suited for a 
special occasion or for the kind of relationship we want to establish: it’s also and foremost an instrument 



that makes us think about who we want to be and what role we want to play in this world. The interesting 
thing is that the answers to these questions may already be in our wardrobe. 

Mario Dell’Oglio owns three boutiques in Palermo, and one of them was founded in 1890. He took the lead 
in his family’s business after he got his degree in Economics and Business and after some time spent to 
study management consulting, “because I missed having to deal with objects”. He spends his time between 
Palermo and Milan, where, since 2014, he has been the leader of the association Camera Italiana Buyer 
Moda – The Best Shop. Thanks to his role, he has supported many of the most important, fashion-related 
events and he has promoted the specificity of buying in an Italian shop. He is a marathons, travels and 
design enthusiast, in that he loves everything that inspires curiosity and promotes change. He has three 
children: Vincenzo, Costanza and Giuseppe Alberto. He truly believes in Italian style and in the fact that his 
book succeeds in describing it. 

The movie Terrorist – All about Lucio Fulci, Second expanded edition 

Authors: Paolo Albiero, Giacomo Cacciatore 

Original Title: Il terrorista dei generi – Tutto il cinema di Lucio Fulci 

Pages: 504 (in colour) 

Published: 2015 

Eleven years after its first edition, that became a “case” in the cinematic 

literature landscape, “Il terrorista dei generi” is back by popular request 

with an enlarged and updated edition. The book is the most complete 

study upon the life and works of Lucio Fulci, a visionary and eclectic 

filmmaker. The essay is monumental, exhaustive and full of images, 

some of which are completely unedited. Through Fulci’s career, the 

authors Paolo Albiero and Giacomo Cacciatore, leading experts in the field, reconstruct over fifty years of 

Italian cinema, thanks to several interviews, critical analysis and ministerial documents. 

Paolo Albiero, born in Vicenza, is Associate Professor in the Faculty of Psychology at the Padua University. 

He wrote several scientific essays (such as “Che cos’è l’empatia?” and “Il benessere psicosociale in 

adolescenza”, Carocci Editore, 2006 and 2012). He also dedicated himself to study the history of Italian 

cinema, cooperating with some movie magazines like “Cine70 e dintorni”, “Quatermass” and “Moviement”. 

Together with Giacomo Cacciatore, he wrote the first edition of “Il terrorista dei generi” in 2004 (Un mondo 

a parte, Roma) and  won the Efebo d’Oro Prize for the best book about cinema of the year. 

Giacomo Cacciatore is a writer and journalist. He wrote some short stories collected in anthologies, such as 

“Portes d’Italie” (Fleuve Noir, 2001), “14 colpi al cuore”, “Anime nere reloaded” and “Bad Prisma” 

(Mondadori, 2002, 2008 and 2009), “Fotofinish” (einaudi, 2011). His first two novels,” L’uomo di spalle” 

(Dario Flaccovio, 2005) and “Figlio di vetro” (Einaudi, 2007) were also translated in foreign languages. His 

last works are “La differenza” (Meridiano Zero, 2014), that was also transposed into a theatrical piece, and 

“Se tornasse Natale” (Baldini&Castoldi, 2015). One of his short stories opens the Edizioni Leima first book, 

“Certes trade semideserte”. 



Some Like It Horror – The Hammer Films Story 

Author: Stefano Leonforte 

Original Title: A qualcuno piace l’horror – Il cinema della Hammer 
Films 

Pages: 272 (in colour) 

Published: 2014 

Founded in England in the last years of Forties, the Hammer Film 

Productions has soon become the queen of horror and fantasy movies, 

thanks to its capability to bring on the screen the most famous 

nightmares belonging from the gothic literature. Some Like It Horror 

narrates the Hammer Films long journey along the Seventh Art path, a 

passionate history which continues till now and includes also some “incursions” in different kind of movies, 

such as noir, war movies and adventure films. The book, written by Stefano Leonforte, includes a section 

with all the movies fiches and a collection of movie posters. It’s an essential compendium for any movie 

lover. 

Stefano Leonforte was born in Vicenza in 1983. He’s got a degree in Performance Science and Multimedia 
Production at Padua University. He is scholar of Italian movies and Anglo-American fantasy films. He wrote 
the essay “Bram Stoker's Dracula. Il conte vampiro secondo Francis Ford Coppola” (Un mondo a parte, 
2010). 

Children’s Books 

The ChiriChiri CaraCara country 

Author: Silvia Petrucci 

Illustrator: Chiara Buccheri 

Original Title: Il paese di ChiriChiri CaraCara 

Pages: 24 

Published: January 2018 

A small story that invites kids and adults to reflect on the 

importance of time spent with the people we love, and on 

the ability to give the right value to things. 

Silvia Petrucci was born in Palermo in 1973. She is an architect, and worked in Palermo, Barcelona and 

Milan, until the birth of his daughter in 2012, when she decided to come back to live in the Sicilian capital. 

Always a great reader, she started inventing stories for her daughter who is the first attentive evaluator: 

Only the stories that remained in her imaginaion, in fact, have been written on paper. 

Chiara Buccheri was born in Palermo, she has always drawn and perhaps making cheerful designs full of 

bright colors is the strongest link she maintains with her roots. Now that she is a mother, drawing 



accompanies her in this new adventure, creating opportunities for play, leisure, distraction and even of 

rest. "I would no longer be myself if I were forced to quit one day", she says. 

The Tale of Silence 

Author: Silvia Petrucci 

Illustrator: Chiara Buccheri 

Original Title: Il racconto del silenzio 

Pages: 24 

Published: June 2017 

This short story is about an important moment, made of 
complicity and growth, between a mother and her son. She is the one who teaches her child the 
importance of listening, in that it is only by leaving his heart open to what is around him that he will be able 
to perceive reality with different eyes; and it is only by letting silence embrace him that he will really get to 
know and understand his thoughts and dreams. 

Silvia Petrucci was born in Palermo in 1973. She is an architect, and worked in Palermo, Barcelona and 

Milan, until the birth of his daughter in 2012, when she decided to come back to live in the Sicilian capital. 

Always a great reader, she started inventing stories for her daughter who is the first attentive evaluator: 

Only the stories that remained in her imaginaion, in fact, have been written on paper. 

Chiara Buccheri was born in Palermo, she has always drawn and perhaps making cheerful designs full of 
bright colors is the strongest link she maintains with her roots. Now that she is a mother, drawing 
accompanies her in this new adventure, creating opportunities for play, leisure, distraction and even of 
rest. "I would no longer be myself if I were forced to quit one day", she says. 

Fast Fairy Tales 

Author: Daniele Bergesio 

Illustrator: Alessandro Pedarra 

Original Title: Favole Turbo 

Pages: 48 (in colour) 

Published: May 2016 

In a world characterised by haste, fleeing time and a language that 
keeps getting more and more minimised to fit in social network rules, an idea is born to speed fairy tales as 
well. Fast Fairy Tales are about two sentences long and each one is embellished with an illustration that 
tells the same story. This book is the result of a successful literary experiment that was born on Twitter, 
where 140 types are given to send a message. Many new tales and surreal characters are collected in a 
hilarious book that will manage to get a smile out of children and adults alike. 

Daniele Bergesio was born in 1979. After a ten-year career as music reporter, he turned his attention to 
communication and the publishing industry. He combined his passion for children literature with his activity 



on Twitter and that’s when his Fast Fairy Tales were born. At first, they were a hashtag, then they entered 
the world of blogs thanks to the illustrations of Alessandro “Pedalex” Pedarra. 

Alessandro Pedarra was born in 1977 in Turin. He has worked with graphics and the publishing industry, 
also for scholastic books, for twenty years. His nom de plume “Pedalex” was first used when he created 
humoristic comics for a satiric newspaper, and it stayed when he turned to illustrations for children’s books 
and scholastic titles. This book was born thanks to his encounter with Daniele and his Fast Fairy Tales. 

Bernard and the Fountain of Storks. La Fontaine aux 
Enfants 

Author: Giulio Alberoni 

Illustrator: Silvia De Luca 

Original Title: Bernard e la fontana delle cicogne. La 
fontaine aux enfants 

Pages: 96 (in colour) 

Published: April 2016 

Age: 8+ 

Little Bernard doesn’t understand the horror of war. When he leaves his village with his mother and Pois, 
his cat, he blames himself for all the destruction because he and his friend Ernest stole some grapes from 
Mr. Humann’s vineyard. It is after this “realisation” that he, his sister Suzanne and Ernest evade the control 
of the adults and start an adventure to find Mr. Humann, in that Bernard thinks that apologising to him will 
end this terrible situation. Unfortunately, he is wrong, and so he blames the spirits of the night, who want a 
world without children and without joy. That’s why they destroyed the so-called Fontaine aux enfants, 
where storks take children so that they can bring them to mothers. It is to give people a symbol of rebirth 
and happiness that Bernard decides to repair and rebuild that fountain. 

Giulio Alberoni was born in 1975 and lives in Milan. He worked as correspondent – at runway shows, 
during the Fashion week and at the Salone del mobile (one of the most important exhibitions of furniture) – 
for many international broadcasting stations, such as the American CNN and NBC, the south Korean GTV 
and SDN, the Israeli Tel-AD, the Turkish Haber Turk and the Brazilian Globo. After, he joined the Digital 
Magics group, which works with Telecom Italia to manage the broadband tv Alice Live. He is the author of 
some of the formats used by Rai Pubblicità. He worked with Francesco Alberoni on the biography of Pietro 
Barilla, Tutto è fatto per il futuro, andate avanti con coraggio, published by Rizzoli, and on that of Franco 
Moschini, Vita di un imprenditore del bello, published by Edizioni Leima. With Edizioni Leima, he also 
published his first novel, L’isola. 

Silvia De Luca was born in Catania in 1989. After high school, she signed up at the course of Graphic Design 
at the school of fine arts of Catania. She took part in the Erasmus Programme and went to Poland, where 
she attended the Strzemiński Academy of Art Łódź for six months. After she earned her bachelor’s degree, 
she went to Urbino, where she attended the course of Graphic Art at the Istituto Superiore per le Industrie 
Artistiche (ISIA). It is there that she got her Master’s degree in Illustration. Her academic defence was about 
an animated short she produced called “Visioni a tre punte: la Sicilia tra letteratura cinema e illustrazione”, 
which was presented in Milan in 2015 at the World Exposition. 



The Story of a White Hedgehog 

Author: Agata Daniela Griglié 

Illustrator: Francesca Mellina 

Original Title: Storia di un riccio bianco 

Pages: 48 

Published: November 2014 

Age: 4+ 

This simple tale conveys an extremely educational message and is thought for children that are at least four 
years old. In a cold, winter day a very special hedgehog is born: an albino one, the only pure white 
hedgehog among dark ones. Once he realises how different he is from the others, he decides to throw 
himself into a fantastic adventure that takes him far away from his family and home, in search of the only 
thing that could help him become like everyone else: mela-Nina. The protagonist tells us his whole, moving 
story in rhyming verses. During his search, he meets many fun characters, such as Doctor Codfish, auntie 
Tunny, Mr. Conger and Alice, the albino girl who uses sweet words to make the little protagonist 
understand the most important truth: colours don’t matter, what matters is being yourself. 

Agata Daniela Griglié was born in Palermo on 28 November 1978. She has taught in a Senior Kindergarten 
since 1996 and it’s her job that made her discover her passion for children and books. According to her, kids 
and books have many characteristics in common, such as sensitivity, patience, entertainment and especially 
charm. It was her desire to give them back what they selflessly offer that brought her to the doorstep of 
children’s books. She has got a degree in Educational Science and she firmly believes in pedagogy – in fact, 
she uses its theories to design activities for children. In 2012, she published her first book, I capricci di 
Tommasina. Una storia narrata in rima (edited by Istituto Poligrafo europeo). Moreover, she contributed to 
the collection of short stories I racconti del faro, published by Qanat in 2014. 

Francesca Mellina was born in Palermo on 2 February 1986. Once she concluded her high-school career in 
an art school, she started to work with children. It was this experience that made her passionate about the 
illustration of children’s books. She took part into many workshops about the improvement of watercolour, 
a technique that embellishes images with elegance and lightness. Today, this is the technique that mostly 
represents her and what she believes art to be. Other formative experiences were creating murals and 
scenic designs about the world of childhood. In 2012, she illustrated her first book, I capricci di Tommasina. 
Una storia narrata in rima (edited by Istituto Poligrafo europeo). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fiction 

Rebellious soldiers 

Author: Maurizio Agnello 

Original Title: Soldatini ribelli 

Pages: 384 

Published: 2017 

Fabio De Falco is an ambitious assistant prosecutor, who has been looking 
for years that stroke of luck that could change his career. One night, the 
plane on which the President of the Senate of the Italian Republic, Enrico 
de Vita, was traveling, disappears. De Falco realizes that it could be the 
opportunity he was waiting for, so he begins his investigation, first to see 
his picture on the front page of a newspaper, then to look for a truth that 

someone is trying to cover up in every way.  
The story of de Vita will be somehow woven with that of a mafia boss, a ruthless politician, and will also see 
the involvement of the Secret Service.  
De Falco will have to move, piece by piece, on a landslide, he will lose a trusted friend and will risk to pay 
dear for its investigation. The Country, in the meanwhile, remains in the dark about everything. 
 
Maurizio Agnello was born in 1966 in Crotone but has always lived in Palermo. He is married and has two 
children. In 1997, following the footsteps of his father, he began to work for the judiciary and since then 
has always served as a prosecutor in Palermo. In his career he has dealt first with common criminality, 
arresting and condemning dozens of robbers and drug dealers and subsequently the crimes of the so-called 
"white-collar workers". For some years now he has been involved in investigation against the organized 
crime (mafia) and has specialized in the fight against international drug trafficking. He is also a member of 
the pool that aims to capture the superlatitant Matteo Messina Denaro. “Soldatini ribelli” is his first novel. 

 

Your Imprint on Me 

Author: Giada Lo Porto 

Original Title: La tua impronta su di me 

Pages: 180 

Published: 2016 

Giulia is experiencing a turning point. His beloved mother died 

too early, her boyfriend has no time for her and her father 

returned to his life after leaving her as a child, bringing with him 

a proposal: try to be a family again, but in Amsterdam. There 

Giulia will come into contact with her emotions and her deepest 

desires, will publish her first novel and, in the arms of a wrong 

man, she will finally understand what she wants for herself. But 



when she realizes who is the person she truly loves, it will seem to be too late. Will they manage to live 

their love? 

Born in 1990, always a lover of poetry and art in all its forms, Giada Lo Porto has decided to follow his 

greatest passion: writing. Graduated in Journalism for press offices at the University of Palermo (Faculty of 

Educational Sciences) she began collaborating in 2011 with a Sicilian television channel, CTS and, two years 

later, with the online newspaper Livesicilia. She currently collaborates with the newspaper La Repubblica - 

Palermo and creates video services for Repubblica TV. 

That New Year’s Eve in Tenerife 

Author: Valentina Gebbia 

Original Title: Quel Capodanno a Tenerife 

Pages: 416 

Published: 2016 

Veronica is an exuberant woman; her body is curvy and 
seductive, in contrast with her freckles and her girly face. She is 
romantic and she crashes with the real life because of her 
belief in a magic and invisible dimension.  
Her friend Costanza, instead, is a practical woman whose 
unusual job makes her distant and apparently standoffish, also 
because of her passed love story. 
When they decide to celebrate the New Year’s Eve in Tenerife, 
everything changes: Veronica falls in love with a beautiful black 

man, while Costanza’s frame of mind is putted to the test. 
What would you do if you don’t know anything about the love of your life, not even its name, but you can’t 
forget the emotions you felt when you danced together? 
Veronica will attempt to unmask her love at first sight and Costanza will try to resist to a charming Spanish 
guy. A funny group of not-even-young women and many miscomprehensions will be combined with a 
mystery to solve, a trip and a birthday party. Then, the New Year’s Eve will be next to come again… 
 

Valentina Gebbia is a writer, journalist, film director, actress and screenwriter living in Palermo. In 1999 

she created the Mangiaracina family, protagonists of five mystery novels: A qualcuno piace il caldo (1999, 

Leopardi), Estate di San Martino (2003, E/O, semi-finalist at Premio Scerbanenco, Premio UsticArte 2005), 

Per un crine di cavallo (2005, E/O), Palermo, Borgo Vecchio (2007, E/O, semi-finalist at Premio Scerbanenco, 

Terzo Premio Azzeccagarbugli 2008) and Acquasanta (2013, Leima). In 2004 she published Erba Celeste - La 

verità è rivoluzionaria (Viaggidicarta Edition), a novel about the therapeutic use of cannabis. This book was 

also turned into a movie, written and performed by Valentina her-self, that won the audience prize during 

the 8th Sciacca Film Fest. Valentina Gebbia directed also many documentaries as Oi Politikòi (2006) and 

Pirati del Mediterraneo (2010). Furthermore, she was one of the main characters and screen player of Ore 

diciotto in punto, a movie by Giuseppe Gigliorosso. 

 

 



Shelock Holmes and the Prince College Mistery 

Author: Davide Camarrone 

Original Title: Sherlock Holmes. Il mistero del Prince College 

Pages: 128 

Published: 2014 

A race against time for the most formidable mind of Victorian England: 

Sherlock Holmes comes back with a new investigation, in company of 

the faithful Watson, according to the canon dictated by the fascinating 

stories of Arthur Conan Doyle. A telegram announces an imminent 

murder in the prestigious Prince College, during a horse race that recalls 

the Battle of Montaperti. Will the most famous investigator of literature 

succeed in thwarting the dramatic plot? 

Davide Camarrone was born in Palermo on 7 September 1966. He studied Political Science and Direction 
and Theater Acting. His novels, stories and reports are published by Sellerio, Rizzoli and other publishers. 
He is a Rai journalist in Palermo. He began writing for the newspaper L'Ora, in 1984, and then collaborated 
with numerous newspapers: among others, Capital and Panorama under the direction of Pietro Calabrese. 
He wrote subject and screenplay of "We will remember this planet", docudrama on Leonardo Sciascia, 
directed by Salvo Cuccia, which achieved a special mention at the Turin Film Festival. He wrote also the 
texts of the soundtracks of the series of Rai 1 "The young Montalbano", based on the stories of Andrea 
Camilleri, and the fiction "Agrodolce". Passionate about Sherlock Holmes, with "The mystery of Prince 
College" inaugurates "221B", the new series of Leima Editions born from his idea and entirely dedicated to 
the most famous detective in the world. 

The Ethics of an Impure Love 

Author: Alessandro Savona 

Original Title: Etica di un amore impuro 

Pages: 136 

Published: June 2013 

“What words do you use to tell a love story? To get to the true essence 
of a story, to penetrate the silence of two bodies, the cry of a touch, the 
harmony of an imperfection? Maybe you can tell me.” 

The language of feelings is, at the same time, the most difficult and the 
simplest form of expression used to connect human beings. Even though it may give the impression of 
being out of our control, it is closely linked to the real core of existence: it is indeed able to connect the 
fates of different men, who live in distant places and times. Men who, called to action by love, unavoidably 
become protagonists of the same story. This is what happens to Oliver, who got dragged in the mess that 
characterised Paris in 1968, and to Marco, who lives the doubts and interior conflicts typical of every 
student in 2016. Their stories and experiences of deep connections, kept apart by space and time, 
unexpectedly become one at the very end of an extremely moving tale. A pivotal character in the narration 
is a man that, although quite famous in this century, disclosed very little about his private life: Roland 



Barthes, a French semiologist, who is defined by the author as “a man full of human desire, who longs for 
love and is a victim of forbidden sex”. 

Alessandro Savona was born in Palermo and works with literature and theatre. In 2004, his first novel, Corpi 
contro, was published by the Italian publishing house Zoe and his show Corpi a nudo was played out. After, 
some of his short stories were published in the collections A.A.A. Cercasi (2011) and Anthos (2012). His 
collection of writings about Sicily, Caffè d’orzo, latte di mandorla e seltz (edited by Novantacento) was 
published in 2013. For Edizioni Leima, he wrote the short story Il piano di Benjamin, which can be found in 
the anthology Certe strade semideserte, published in 2013. 

Il Vurricatore – Stories of men and Mafia 

Author: I.M.D. 

Original Title: Il Vurricatore – Storie di uomini e di mafia 

Pages: 160 

Published: 2013 

Lillino Palazzolo is a young Sicilian man who takes part at the Cosa 

Nostra organization without a specific reason. Over time, he 

becomes the vurricatore, the official undertaker of Mafia 

murdered people, and he is on the run till the police looks for him. 

The brave Catturandi unit, a special law-enforcement section that 

goes after Mafia, will lay a complex trap for him. A real man of 

Mafia called Gaspare Pulizzi inspired Lillino Palazzolo character; 

nowadays, the man is an informer. The real facts that involved Mr Pulizzi were obviously more cruel and 

dramatic, but the novel contributes to rebuild this dangerous world. 

I.M.D. works for the national law-enforcement organization. He is a S.I.A.P. member and from 1995 to 2013 

he worked for the elite unit that goes after Mafia, called Catturandi. Nowadays, he works for the Foreign 

criminality section of the same unit. He took part at the procedure of capture of Bernardo Provenzano, 

Giovanni Brusca, Pietro Aglieri, Salvatore and Sandro Lo Piccolo, and many others Mafia bosses. Previously, 

he published the novels Catturandi (2009), 100% sbirro (2010), Dragoni e Lupare (2012) and La Catturandi. 

La verità oltre le fiction (2015) for Dario Flaccovio. He also wrote Il vurricatore (Leima), winning the prize 

“Tra le righe della legalità” at the Festival dell’editoria Kaos. Moreover, I.M.D. is one of the authors of the 

essay “Dove Eravamo”. He won the Premio Nazionale Paolo Borsellino in 2010, a special prize for the ones 

who promote freedom, democracy and legality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Illustrated Books 

Targa Florio: 61 Portraits of La Siciliana 

Editor: Roberta Zarcone 

Illustrator: Francesco Accardi 

Original Title: Targa Florio: 61 ritratti de La Siciliana – 61 portraits of La 
Siciliana 

Pages: 128 (in colour) 

Published: September 2014 

The famous race called Targa Florio had a great impact on the history 
and culture of Sicily, but it still isn’t completely clear how big this impact 
actually was. In 1906, the ambition and progressive ideas of Vincenzo 

Florio, a young entrepreneur, turned on cars’ engines, machines that were unknown by the Sicilians of that 
time – and this is no surprise considering that they lived in a remote and underdeveloped place. It was right 
at the slope of Madonie (a massif in the northern part of Sicily) that young Florio decided to trace an 
itinerary, build pits, garages, bleachers and welcome units. The Big Track of Madonie was born. What 
happened after is history and, thanks to the illustrations of Francesco Accardi, who is passionate about this 
legendary race and studied it to the full, the readers can witness it again, right up to 1977. The illustrations 
are innovative pictures, created with dark shades, that resemble photographs in their way of representing 
the protagonists of those editions and what they did. In this book, a true lover of the Targa put on paper 
the winners, articles of the time, images of a Sicily that doesn’t exist anymore, happenings and stories – 
narrated with images – that have been told from enthusiast to enthusiast over the years. The 
representations of those faces and cars make it clear how passionate the author is for those moments in 
which Sicily was a protagonist, a beloved stop-over during the most eminent global championships of races. 
The introduction of Filippo Mulé, memorable writer for the Giornale di Sicilia, an important Sicilian 
newspaper, is another pivotal part of this book, where we can find memories, a graphic reconstruction of 
the most important happenings of every edition (and much more) and some official data. In this book, we 
find all the racers – all the protagonists of an event that became legendary and is known world-wide – such 
as Felice Nazzaro, Divó, Tazio Nuvolari, Gendebien, Nino Vaccarella and Elford. It goes without saying that 
you cannot tell Targa Florio’s story without mentioning the stories of those cars that made it a legend: Alfa 
Romeo, Fiat, Maserati, Ferrari, Peugeot, Porsche and many others. The readers will meet them all during 
this artistic and literary stroll through the history of both sports and cars. 

Francesco Accardi was born in Palermo on 8 February 1965, and he has always been passionate about 
Targa Florio, to the point of studying it to the full. The love for sport cars and races has always been in his 
DNA, in that his father used to be a cars, motors and go-karts pilot, as well as a mechanic in those garages 
built for the legendary, Sicilian race. He started to draw the illustrations for this book twenty-two years ago 
to fulfil his dream of telling Targa Florio’s whole story in watercolours. 

Roberta Zarcone was born in Palermo in 1982. Once she finished high school, she moved to Milan, where 
she got a degree in Public Relations and Advertising. She worked as press agent and social-media manager 
for many communication agencies and found her true place in the world when she started to work for 
independent publishers. 


